Label Printer – The VOOM application prints lab ready labels for all lab specimens. VOOM accomplishes this by electronically communicating with the Lab Information System (aka GE, Triple G). When the Lab receives an electronic order from VOOM it will send an electronic print request back to the label printer. Which labels print and how many of each label that are printed is based on rules established and managed by the Lab.

*Currently the lab ready labels represent an order in the Lab Information System. You must send a specimen for each label to the Lab. Failure to do so result in an uncompleted pending order in the Lab. If for some reason you do not use the labels you must contact the Lab so the order can be removed from their Lab Information System.

Selecting – The preferred label printer is the Zebra GX-430t

• [http://www.zebra.com/](http://www.zebra.com/)

The minimum requirements for printing are:

• Width 104mm
• Resolution 300 dpi
• Capable bar code 128 format
• EPL2 language ready

Ordering – To order a printer contact NCS.

Once you have identified the location for the printer you will to make sure there is an active port available.

Install – To install the printer:

• Connect the printer to the network.
• Connect the power and turn the printer on.
• Load labels into the printer.
• Print a Configuration Test Label
• Contact the VOOM Team to perform the VOOM setup and configuration
• Contact the Lab Team to perform the LIS setup and configuration
Load Labels

Calibrate – Briefly press the Feed button two to three times to allow the printer to calibrate the printer for the installed media. The printer may feed several labels during this process. DO NOT Press and HOLD the Feed button for extended periods of time.

Operation

Run out of labels - If labels or ribbon run out while printing, leave the printer power on while reloading (data loss results if you turn off the printer). After you load a new label or ribbon roll, press the Feed button to restart.

Test Label (Printer Configuration) - When the status light is solid green, press and hold the Feed button until the status light flashes once. Release the Feed button. A configuration label will print.

Supplies – Order labels through our part list/medical supplies person.

- Standard Register, GGG Form Separator Labels
- PMM# 31229, Catalog Item # 60-002-621
- Carton (8 rolls) $76.80, Roll (6,000 labels) $9.59

Help – Contact Help Desk